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Abstra t
Regular expression types have been proposed as a
foundation for stati ally typed pro essing of XML
and similar forms of tree-stru tured data. To date,
however, regular expression types have been explored
in spe ial-purpose languages (e.g., XDu e, CDu e,
and XQuery) with type systems designed around
regular expression types \from the ground up." The
goal of the Xtati language is to bring regular expression types to a broad audien e by o ering them as
a lightweight extension of a popular obje t-oriented
language, C# .
We develop here the formal ore of the Xtati
design|a ombination of the tree-stru tured data
model of XDu e and the lasses-and-obje ts data
model of a onventional obje t-oriented language.
Our tool for this investigation is a tiny language
alled FX with features drawn from Featherweight
Java (FJ) and from the ore of XDu e. Points
of interest in lude (1) a smooth interleaving of the
two value spa es, in whi h XDu e's tree stru tures
are grafted into of FJ's lass hierar hy while obje ts
and obje t types play the role of XDu e's label values and label types; (2) a \semanti " de nition of
the subtype relation, inherited from XDu e and extended to obje ts; and (3) a natural en oding of XML
do uments and their s hemas using a simple form of
singleton lasses.
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Introdu tion

The popularity of XML an be attributed, in part, to
the existen e of a number of formalisms for spe ifying the stru ture of XML do uments. By supporting
dynami onsisten y he king, ensuring that information being ex hanged (e.g., between modules in
an appli ation or nodes in a distributed system) has
the expe ted stru ture, these s hema languages signi antly in rease the robustness of omplex XMLbased information systems.
However, the exploitation of s hema languages by
urrent XML te hnologies falls far short of what is

possible. In parti ular, s hemas play little part in
the stati analysis of programs that operate on XML
stru tures: they are not used for he king ode for
in onsisten ies at ompile time, or for optimization|
in short, they are not used as types in the usual
programming-language sense of the term. Taking
advantage of this missed opportunity, and thereby
improving both the robustness and the eÆ ien y of
XML-based information systems, is the long-range
goal of the Xtati proje t at the University of Pennsylvania.
The key te hnology for this proje t is regular expression types. Regular expression types are based
on well-known onstru tions from automata theory|
they are a mild generalization of nondeterministi
tree automata. Their basi onstru tors (union, onatenation, repetition, et .) are similar to those
found in existing XML s hema formalisms su h as
DTDs [35℄ and XML-S hema [36℄. In a programming
language based on regular expression types, however,
XML trees are built-in values and stati analysis of
the shapes of trees that may appear at run time (as
values of variables, parameters to methods, results of
omplex expressions, et .) be omes part of the ordinary behavior of the type he ker.
Past work on regular expression types led to a
language prototype alled XDu e [16, 18, 15, 17℄.
XDu e is a stati ally typed language for writing reursive tree transformers|roughly, a stati ally typed
fragment of the popular XSLT language [37℄. Beyond regular expression types, its main innovation
is a powerful form of regular expression pattern
mat hing|a stati ally typed \tree grep" primitive
that arises naturally from types [15℄. The XDu e
implementation demonstrates eÆ ient algorithms for
subtyping and type he king [18℄.
XDu e has had a signi ant impa t in parts of the
XML world; in parti ular, its in uen e an be seen in
the type system of the XML Query Algebra [11℄, the
ore of the W3C standard query language for XML,
as well as newer s hema languages su h as TREX [8℄
and Relax NG [9℄. However, signi ant work remains
before the bene ts of regular expression types an

be made available to the vast majority of XML programmers. In parti ular, the simple tree-data model
of XDu e must be enri hed to in lude obje ts.
We have begun a new phase of the XDu e
proje t|a redesign and re-implementation along
more ambitious lines, dubbed Xtati , whose main
fo us is on inter-operability both at sour e level and
at run time with an established, obje t-oriented host
language. We have hosen ompatibility with C# as
our immediate target; a similar exer ise ould easily
be arried out for a related language su h as Java.
The goal is to make Xtati as lightweight an extension of C# as possible, smoothly merging the tree
values and types of XDu e with the familiar obje t
model of C# and re-using existing C# features wherever possible in the design, rather than introdu ing
new, XML-spe i me hanisms.
This paper develops the formal ore of the Xtati
design|a ombination of the tree-stru tured data
model of XDu e with the lasses-and-obje ts model
of C# . Our tool for this investigation is a tiny
language alled FX, whi h ombines Featherweight
Java [19℄ with the ore features of XDu e. The main
points of interest in FX may be summarized as follows.






values. Se tion 8 dis usses related work, and Se tion 9 sket hes our plans for the future development
of Xtati .

2 Example
Xtati provides general me hanisms for manipulat-

ing tree-stru tured data. In Se tion 7, we will show
in detail how this me hanism an be used to represent XML. Here, we use a preliminary sket h of the
idea from Se tion 7 to illustrate the features of the
language.
Assume we have a lass Tag whose obje ts enode XML tags. Let lasses Person, Name, Email,
Phone be des endants of Tag intended to en ode XML
tags <person>, <name>, <email>, <phone>, and let
person, name, email, phone be variables ontaining
obje ts of the orresponding lasses. Then the expression
<person>[
<name>[<"Queen Elisabeth">[℄℄
<email>[<"queenbu kingham.uk">[℄℄ ℄
<person>[
<name>[<"Tony Blair">[℄℄
<phone>[<"+44 34 3456">[℄℄ ℄

The two original data models are tightly interwoven in FX. On one hand, the subtype hierar hy of an be thought of as representing an XML do ument
tree types is grafted into the lass hierar hy, al- of a similar stru ture. A possible type for this exlowing tree values to be passed to generi library pression is the sequen e type
fa ilities (e.g., olle tion lasses), stored in elds
<Person>[
of obje ts, et . Conversely, the role of labels and
<Name>[<String>[℄℄
label types in XDu e is played by obje ts and
(<Email>[<String>[℄℄
lasses in FX.
Subtyping in FX is a natural extension of both
the obje t-oriented sub lass relation and the
ri her subtype relation of regular expression
types. XDu e's simple \semanti " de nition of
subtyping (sans inferen e rules) is extended to
obje ts and lasses.
FX enri hes XDu e's regular expression pattern
mat hing onstru t with a natural form of typebased pattern-mat hing on obje ts.

The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 gives
a brief illustrative example of Xtati ode. In Se tion 3, we review some details of XDu e and FJ's
data models. Se tion 4|the heart of the paper|
ombines these to produ e the data model of FX.
The remainder of the the FX language is informally
des ribed in Se tion 5; standard soundness properties are sket hed in Se tion 6. In Se tion 7, we show
how the FX data model en odes XML types and

℄*.

| <Phone>[<String>[℄℄)

A tree is onstru ted using the form <...>[...℄
where <...> ontains the tree's label and [...℄ ontains a sequen e of hild trees. A sequen e is built
by pla ing trees adja ent to ea h other. The type
onstru tor \|" is type alternation (union), and \*"
is repetition. Note that native C# values|the tag
obje ts person, name, et ., and strings|o ur only
as labels.
Sequen e values an be examined using type-based
pattern mat hing. For example, assuming the variables list and phonebook ea h ontain a sequen e
of the type given above and spamlist holds a string,
the ode fragment
mat h (list) {
ase [ <Person>[<Name>[String℄
<Email>[String e℄℄
Any ℄:

}

spamlist = spamlist + "," + e;
// ...
ase [ (<Person>[String℄ p) Any ℄:
phonebook = [ phonebook p ℄;
//...
ase [ Any ℄:
//...

inspe ts the rst tree in the sequen e list and, if
the orresponding person has an email, extra ts the
address into a string variable e and uses it to extend
the string spamlist; otherwise, the person must have
a phone, and the se ond ase bran h handles this
ase by binding the whole entry to the variable p and
adding it to the end of the sequen e stored in the
variable phonebook. The pattern Any in ea h mat h
lause mat hes an arbitrary sequen e of trees. Tree
values, types, and patterns are en losed in square
bra kets, expli itly signaling the shift from the world
of host language (C# ) values and types to the world
of trees.

The subtyping relation on label types, written L1 :
: L2 i [ L1 ℄ 

L2 , is generated by [  ℄ |that is L1
[ L2 ℄ .

One simple hoi e of label language is to sele t an
arbitrary set of identi ers as the set L of label values;
for ea h value l 2 L, we onsider l to be a label type
as well (i.e., l is the singleton type whose denotation
ontains just l); we also introdu e the wild ard label type ~, denoting the whole set L. A yet simpler
hoi e would be to omit ~, but having a maximal label
type turns out to be quite useful in pattern mat hing,
where it fun tions as a \don't are" pattern.
Having sele ted the language of labels, the XDu e
data model an be de ned in a uniform way. First, a
tree value t onsists of a label value and a sequen e
of hildren tree values:
t

::= <l>[t1 : : : tn ℄

where n  0

Now, a sequen e value is a sequen e t1 : : : tn of zero
or more tree values pla ed next to ea h other. (We
use the shorthand notation t throughout the paper
for sequen es, and () to denote the empty sequen e.
We write s t for the on atenation of the sequen es
s and t.)
3 Te hni al Ba kground
XDu e types|regular expression types|are built
from tree types and referen es to type names X from
The data model of a language is the olle tion of val- a globally de ned olle tion of type de nitions:
ues that programs in the language manipulate, their
T ::=
types, and fundamental relations su h as value typX
type name
ing and subtyping. The data model is the bedro k on
<L>[T℄
tree
whi h the full language de nition (the syntax, typ()
empty sequen e
ing rules, and evaluation rules for expressions) rests.
T T
on atenation
Be ause the primary topi of this paper is the omT|T
union
bination of trees and obje ts (and their types), the
T*
repetition
data model of FX is where we will on entrate our
attention. As ba kground for this development, we We write def for the fun tion that maps ea h X to its
begin in this se tion by sket hing the data models de nition T. The global de nitions given by the fun found in XDu e and in FJ.
tion def may be re ursive or mutually re ursive, but
(to limit the expressive power of the type language
to des ribing regular, rather than ontext-free, sets
3.1
The XDu e Data Model
of trees), we impose the ondition that all \loops"
The data model of XDu e is parameterized on a lan- from a variable X ba k to itself must pass through
guage of labels. The details of these labels an vary the body of at least one <L>[T℄ onstru t|i.e., \top(and do vary, a ross the several published XDu e level" re ursion is not allowed (see [18℄ for details).
papers and implementations), but all variations o er
Next, the denotation fun tion [  ℄ mapping types
the following ommon stru ture:
T to sets of sequen e values t is de ned as the least
solution of the following equations:
 a set L of label values, ranged over by l,
[ X℄
= [ def(X)℄℄
 a set of label types, ranged over by L,
[ <L>[T℄℄ = f <l>[t℄| j l 2 [ L℄ and t 2 [ T℄ g
[ ()℄
= f()g
 a denotation fun tion [  ℄ giving the set [ L℄  L
[ T1 T2 ℄ = f t1 t2 j t1 2 [ T1 ℄ ; t2 2 [ T2 ℄ g
of label values that are members of ea h label
[ T1 |T2 ℄ = [ T1 ℄ [ [ T2 ℄
type L.
[ T*℄
= f t1 : : : tn j n  0 ^ 8k: tk 2 [ T℄ g

The subtyping relation for regular expression types
is de ned in the simplest imaginable way: T1 <: T2 i
[ T1 ℄  [ T2 ℄ . The fa t that subtyping an be de ned
in this \semanti " fashion is a tually quite important
in XDu e. The alternative|writing down a olle tion of inferen e rules hara terizing the same relation indu tively|would be mu h heavier and harder
to understand than the subtype relations of most languages, sin e the regular expression type onstru tors
satisfy many algebrai laws arising from the asso iativity of omma and the asso iativity, ommutativity, and distributivity (over sequen ing and <L>[...℄)
of the (non-disjoint!) union. An inferen e-rule presentation of the subtyping relation an ertainly be
given|indeed, it must be, sin e it is the basis for
the algorithm for subtype he king [18℄|but it is not
pretty.
3.2

The FJ Data Model

Featherweight Java (or FJ) is a tiny al ulus designed
to apture the essential typing me hanisms of lassbased obje t-oriented languages su h as Java and C#.
It was rst used by Igarashi, Pier e, and Wadler [19℄
to formalize the GJ [5℄ type system, and has sin e
formed the basis of numerous formal studies of Java
and related languages [20, 30, 2, 3, 38, 1, 28, 22,
et .℄. FJ embodies the ore me hanisms of obje t
reation, eld a ess, method invo ation, and inheritan e (and|in the most ommon presentation,
though not here| asting) in exa tly the same form
as they are found in Java, while omitting everything
else... from re e tion and on urren y to interfa es,
overloading, stati members, and even assignment.
An FJ program onsists of a olle tion of lass de larations plus a single expression to be evaluated.
The types in an FJ program are just lass names C.
FJ values are obje ts, whi h (sin e FJ is a de larative language, the only things that distinguish one
obje t from another are its lass and the arguments
passed to its onstru tor) are simply identi ed with
new expressions.
o ::= new C(o1 , . . . , on )
The onstru tor arguments o1 ; : : : ; on (usually written just o) are required to orrespond exa tly to the
elds of the lass C. For example, if C has elds
a and b and its immediate sub lass D has elds e
and f, then an instan e of D will have the form
new D(o1 ,o2 ,o3 ,o4 ), where o1 is the value for the
a eld of the new obje t, o2 is the value of the b eld,
o3 of the e eld, and o4 of the f eld.
The global set of lass de nitions in an FJ program is formalized as a stati ontext |a olle tion

of sets, relations, and fun tions summarizing di erent aspe ts of the lass de nitions: the set of all
de ned lasses (whi h always in ludes the spe ial
lass Obje t); the immediate-sub lass relation, whi h
must be tree-stru tured with Obje t at the root; the
list of eld names and types in ea h lass; the method
names and signatures in ea h lass; and the method
bodies for ea h lass. This stati ontext is used to
de ne the typing and evaluation relations. For purposes of dis ussing the FJ data model, we an restri t
attention to the part of the stati ontext omprising just the set of lass names and the immediatesub lass relation; we all this the stati data ontext.
The subtype relation in FJ, written C1 : C2 , is
the re exive and transitive losure of the immediatesub lass relation. Like XDu e's, this de nition of
subtyping is pleasingly simple; however, it has a ompletely di erent|more synta ti | hara ter. In order to ombine the two data models, we need to look
for a more \semanti " presentation of this one (as we
remarked above, a synta ti presentation of XDu e
subtyping is an unattra tive alternative). This an
be a hieved as follows.
We say that a value new C(o) is an instan e of the
lass C. That is, an obje t is an instan e of the lass
from whi h it was reated. The denotation of a lass
C is then the set of all instan es of this lass and all
its sub lasses:
[ C℄ =

f

o j o is an instan e of D, for some D : C g

Note that this does not require that the onstru tor
arguments o belong to the types of the elds in lass
C. This may appear overly permissive, but it has
some useful impli ations:
1. It is obvious from the de nition that the \semanti " subtyping relation derived from it oinides exa tly with the synta ti sub lass relation:
C1 : C2 i [ C1 ℄  [ C2 ℄ .
2. This de nition requires no hanges if we enri h
the language with imperative features. A more
pre ise de nition (\the values in type C are obje ts of the form new D(o), where D : C and,
oi 2 [ Fi ℄ , where Fi is the type of the ith eld
of lass D") would require a o-indu tive reading
( f. [33℄) to make sense in the imperative setting.
Intuitively, the reason we an get away with this permissive interpretation of obje t types is that later,
e.g., in the proof of soundness, we will never deal
with arbitrary elements of [ C℄ , but only with elements that we also know are well-typed (a ording
to the expression typing relation, whi h does ensure
that onstru tor arguments have the right types).

Values

a

t

::=

new C(a)
[t℄

::=

<a>[t℄

FX value
obje t
delimited sequen e

Full FX language
A ::=

C
[T℄

Types

FX type
lass type
delimited RE type

Regular expression sublanguage
T ::=
RE type
X
RE type name
<C>[T℄
tree type
()
empty sequen e
T T
on atenation
T|T
union
T*
repetition

tree value

Figure 1: FX values and types.

Instan es(C) =

[ C℄
[ [X℄℄
[ [<C>[T℄℄℄
[ [()℄℄
[ [T1 T2 ℄℄
[ [T1 |T2 ℄℄
[ [T*℄℄



f
f

S

[t℄ j t arbitrary g
new C(a) j a arbitrary g

if C = Seq
otherwise

= f Instan es(D) j D : C g
= [ [def(X)℄℄
= f [<a>[t℄℄ j a 2 [ C℄ and [t℄ 2 [ [T℄℄ g
= f[℄g
= f [t1 t2 ℄ j [t1 ℄ 2 [ [T1 ℄℄ ; [t2 ℄ 2 [ [T2 ℄℄ g
= [ [T1 ℄℄ [ [ [T2 ℄℄
= f [t1 : : : tn ℄ j 8k 2 1 : : : n: tk 2 [ T℄ ; for some n  0 g
Figure 2: Type denotations.

4

The FX Data Model
The interweaving of XDu e's and FJ's data models
in FX is founded on two observations.

as a \label language" in the sense dis ussed in
Se tion 3.1, so we an use arbitrary obje ts as
the labels in XDu e trees and lasses as label
types.

Formally, the data model is de ned in three steps.
First, we give the syntax of values and types. Next,
we give the notion of a stati ontext, whi h summarizes the type-related information de ned in a program. Finally, xing a parti ular stati ontext, we
de ne the membership relation for values in types.
Figure 1 de nes the syntax. An FX value a an
have one of two forms: it is either an obje t new C(a)
or a sequen e [t℄ delimited by bra kets. Observe
that, inside an obje t new C(a), the values of elds
may be arbitrary FX values a; in parti ular, they an
be sequen es. The organization of FX types A is sim2. The data model of obje ts and lasses quali es ilar, ombining lass types C and regular types [T℄.

1. We an treat sequen es of trees as obje ts simply by \grafting" the whole olle tion of regular expression types into the lass hierar hy, inventing a spe ial lass Seq whose subtypes are
all the regular expression types. This grafting
is justi ed by our intended ompilation model|
reminis ent of GJ's homogeneous translation [5,
19℄|in whi h all regular expression types in an
FX program are \erased" to the single lass type
Seq and all tree values are translated into obje ts
of lass Seq.

Regular values t and regular types T are essentially
those of XDu e, where any FX value an be used as
a label in a tree value and any lass type C an be
used as a label in a tree type.1
A stati data ontext is a tuple DatCtx =
hClasses; :; Typenames; defi; where
 Classes is a set of lass names, ranged over by C
and ontaining spe ial names Obje t and Seq;




: is a binary relation on Classes, generated as

a re exive and transitive losure from a relation
orresponding to an \immediate prede essor"
fun tion Parent : Classes n fObje tg ! Classes;

Typenames is a set of type names, ranged over
by X;

def is a fun tion from Typenames to types, that
maps ea h type name X to a regular expression
type T (its de nition);
and su h that
1. for ea h C 2 dom(Parent) there is n  1 su h
that Parentn (C) = Obje t;


2. Parent(Seq) = Obje t;
3. for every C 2 Classes, Parent(C) 6= Seq;
4. if a type name X appears in def(X), then X
Typenames; and
0

0

2

5. a grammar obtained from def by onsidering
variables from Typenames as non-terminals generates a regular language ( f. Se t. 3.1).
The semanti s of types is given by the denotation
fun tion [  ℄ , whi h maps ea h type A to its set of
inhabitants a. This fun tion is the least solution of
the equations in Figure 2. Note the spe ial role of the
lass Seq, whose denotation does not ontain obje ts
(new Seq(a) is not in the denotation of any type),
but instead ontains all sequen e values.
Subtyping on FX types is de ned semanti ally:
A1 <: A2

()

[ A1 ℄  [ A 2 ℄ :

The XDu e subtyping algorithm [18℄ an be used to
de ide this relation, sin e it is parameterized by the
subtyping relation for tree label types ( alled there
\subtagging"), whi h orresponds in FX to the sublass relation C1 : C2 .

1 The areful reader may note a small dis repan y here: a sequen e an be used as a label in another tree, as in <[s℄>[t℄,
but a regular expression type annot be similarly used as a label. This raises the question of what type an be given to a
value of the above form. As we shall see soon, the type would
have the form <Seq>[T℄.

5 The FX Language
The FX data model des ribed in the previous se tion
establishes a skeleton, on whi h a full-blown programming language an be onstru ted|providing ways
of interrogating and destru ting values, as well as
abstra tion me hanisms and all the other usual apparatus. Naturally, FX's value-destru tion me hanisms are ontributed by the orresponding sublanguages: FJ provides eld proje tion on obje ts and
XDu e brings in regular-expression pattern mat hing on sequen es and trees. The abstra tion me hanisms of FX| lasses, methods, and inheritan e|are
taken entirely from FJ.
Figure 3 gives the syntax of FX expressions and
their onstituent patterns. The behavior of most of
these onstru ts is standard; therefore we dis uss the
language semanti s mostly informally, ommenting in
more detail on the issues that are novel in FX.
We do not des ribe on rete syntax for lass and
method de larations: for the present dis ussion it is
more onvenient to think about an FX program as
an abstra t stati ontext Ctx de ned along the lines,
and as an extension of, the stati data ontext DatCtx
of Se tion 4. Namely, in addition to the items from
DatCtx, the full ontext Ctx asso iates with ea h lass
a olle tion of typed elds and a olle tion of methods
available for alling on the obje ts of the lass. For
ea h method, Ctx provides its signature (types of the
arguments and the return type), the list of argument
variables, and the expression of the body. Additionally, Ctx must obey onstraints on method types in
sub lasses, stemming from the C# inheritan e rules.
The only signi ant di eren e of an FX ontext
Ctx from the information provided by an FJ program
is that the types of elds and the types appearing in
method signatures are arbitrary FX types, i.e. they
an be regular types as well as lasses. Consequently,
the subtyping relation used for he king the method
overriding onstraints (as part of the pro ess of he king that a lass is well-formed) is the semanti subtyping relation <:. Similarly, FX variables x (whi h
an only originate in FX as method argument names
or as binders in patterns) an hold any FX values,
either obje ts or sequen es. As in FJ, there is a variable this that an be used in expressions to refer to
the urrent obje t. The typing and evaluation rules
treat this variable spe ially.
The FX data model permits only tree values to
be members of sequen es. That is, something like
[ [t℄ (new C(a)) [s℄ ℄ is not a well-formed value.
The syntax of expressions, however, does allow nested
sequen es. The reason is that we want an expression

e, d

R

::=

Q

::=

Q
[P℄

C
C x

::=

x
new C(e)
e.f
e.m(e)
<e>[e℄
[e℄
mat h(e){ ase [P℄: e}

FX pattern
lass pattern
delimited RE pattern
lass pattern
lass
obje t binding

expression
value variable
new obje t reation
eld a ess
method all
tree
sequen e
pattern mat h
P

::=

X
<Q>[P℄
()
P P
P|P
T*
P x

RE pattern
RE type name
tree
empty sequen e
on atenation
alternative
type repetition
RE value binding

Figure 3: FX language syntax.
like
[db.getPapers("POPL") db.getPapers("ICFP")℄

to be legal|provided the method getPapers() returns values of a sequen e type|and to mean the
on atenation of the sequen es returned by the two
alls. Therefore, a nested sequen e [ [e℄ [d℄ ℄ is
a valid FX expression, whi h evaluates to the same
value as [ e d ℄. Generally, FX typing rules ensure
that an expression [e1 e2 ℄ is legal only when e1 and
e2 both have valid regular types.
On the other hand, an obje t is never legal as a
member of a sequen e and, symmetri ally, a tree expression <e>[d℄ is never allowed outside the sequen e
parentheses [ : : : ℄. Sin e both are permitted synta ti ally, this ondition is he ked by the typing rules.
De onstru tion of sequen e values is done by
mat hing them against patterns using the mat h
onstru t, whi h synta ti ally resembles C# swit h
statement but behaves more like XDu e's mat h.
That is, the behavior of an expression
mat h (d) {
ase [P1 ℄: e1 ;
ase [P2 ℄: e2 ;

:::

}

ase [Pn ℄: en ;

is to evaluate d and mat h the result against ea h
of the patterns in turn until the rst one, say [Pi ℄,
mat hing the value is en ountered. The su essful

mat h produ es an environment that maps variables
de lared in [Pi ℄ to the appropriate portions of the
value omputed from d. The result of the whole expression is the result of evaluating ei , assuming variable mappings from the environment. So, the ase
bodies do not have the \fall through" behavior of
swit h. The value of mat h's input d must be a sequen e, and all ase patterns must be sequen e patterns.
The syntax of FX sequen e patterns [P℄ is essentially that of XDu e: a pattern is just a type annotated with variable binders.2 This intuition is extended in FX to lass types. A lass pattern has
the form C x, where C is a lass name and x is a
variable to be bound. Correspondingly, the patternmat hing relation a 2 R ) , whi h de nes when
a value a mat hes a pattern R to produ e a value
environment , is based on the pattern-mat hing relation [t℄ 2 [P℄ )  of XDu e. Additional rules
are needed only to handle lass patterns:
D : C
new D(a) 2 C ) 

Seq : C
[t℄ 2 C ) 

a2C)
a 2 C x ) x:a; 

2 As in XDu e, we demand that ea h pattern P satisfy the
same regularity onstraint as for types, and that it be linear. Intuitively, linearity means that no variable is bound in
P twi e, ex ept in alternation patterns, where bran hes must
bind exa tly the same variables (see [15℄, appendix A.2, for the
formal de nition).

Observe that the rules agree with the denotation
fun tion [  ℄ in the sense that a 2 [ C1 ℄ and [ C1 ℄  [ C2 ℄
imply a 2 C2 ) . Also note that, like the de nition
of [  ℄ , the lass pattern mat hing relation does not
examine the types of an obje t's elds. This \permissiveness" is safe be ause the FX expression typing relation guarantees that no obje t with ill-typed
elds an ever be reated (see Prop. 6.3).
Sin e lasses are types of labels in tree types, it is
natural to use a lass pattern in the label position in
a tree pattern. This allows one to extra t a label from
a tree as an obje t for later use in the program. It is
worthwhile noti ing that this is a bene t of our goal
to use, whenever possible, C# features for the needs
of regular types. To ompare, in XDu e a label is an
integral part of a tree and annot be extra ted from
it as a rst- lass value.
The typing of mat h depends on the type inferen e
for variables bound in its patterns. In XDu e the
type inferen e is formalized as the judgment T.P ) ,
relating an input type T, a pattern P and a typing environment . This judgment is pre ise: for ea h type
(x), ea h value from its denotation an be possibly bound to x at run time as a result of mat hing
some value from T's denotation against P, and [ (x)℄℄
does not ontain values that annot be thus obtained.
The pre ision is a hieved thanks to the availability of
unrestri ted union operation on XDu e types. In
FX, however, we annot have union for lass types,
and have to use an upper bound instead, sa ri ing
the pre ision of type inferen e. For example, suppose lass D has A, B, and C as its dire t sub lasses,
and onsider mat hing values of type [<D>[℄℄ against
pattern [<A x>[℄ | <B x)[℄℄. Sin e there is no lass
whose denotation is an exa t union of the denotations
of A and B, the only reasonable type assignment for
x is D, whi h is not pre ise|x an never be bound to
an obje t of C, another D's des endant. Therefore, we
de ided to formalize FX type assignment for pattern
variables by a simpler relation, .R ) , whi h does
not take the input type into a ount and assigns (x)
to be the type on whi h x appears as an annotation
in the pattern R (and, in the ase of the alternation
pattern like in the above example|the join of the
types of the alternatives, de ned as their smallest expressible ommon upper bound).
In XDu e, pre ise pattern type inferen e extends
to the whole olle tion of patterns of a mat h: the input type for the ith pattern Pi is not the type of input
to the whole mat h, but rather the input restri ted
to those values that ould not be mat hed by any of
the previous patterns. Implementation of this feature depends on the fa t that the di eren e of two

regular expression types is also a regular expression
type. Sin e this property fails for lasses (the \semanti di eren e" of two lasses is not ne essarily a
lass), we annot guarantee pre ise type inferen e in
Xtati .3 However, we are still able to he k mat h
expressions for exhaustiveness, by he king that the
input type is a subtype of the union of the types of
all the patterns.4 We an also provide a restri ted
form of pattern redundan y he king by omparing,
for ea h pre x of the pattern list, the union of the
pre x's patterns and the input type.

6 Properties
We an now state for FX the standard results of
stati type safety (\preservation" and \progress").
The proofs (whi h are straightforward indu tive arguments) are omitted. All the results are stated assuming there is a well-formed stati ontext orresponding to an FX program.
Value environments  and typing environments
are mappings from variables x to values a, and, orrespondingly, to types A. An environment with the
empty domain is written .
The following three relations formalizing FX operational semanti s an be obtained by adopting the
orresponding relations from FJ and XDu e, taking
into a ount the omments in Se tion 5 (we have to
omit their formal de nitions from the paper for the
la k of spa e):

` e 2 A, \in the typing environment
, expression e gets type A",




 ` e + a, \in the value environment , expression e evaluates to value a",
 ` e 6+ \evaluation of e gets stu k in nite
number of steps" (this relation is spe i to bigstep semanti s, the analogous property for smallstep semanti s says that e gets redu ed to a nonvalue, an expression to whi h none of the evaluation rules is appli able).

3 We are urrently exploring (with Alan S hmitt) some ideas
on how to eliminate this limitation. It appears possible to extend the type system of FJ with the boolean operations of
interse tion, union, and di eren e on lass types, with the restri tion that these extended types are used only in variable
and method de larations and in patterns, not in new expressions. This would re-open the possibility of pre ise type inferen e for Xtati .
4 Note that this method does not allow us to he k the exhaustiveness of a sequen e of lass patterns, due to the unavailability of pre ise unions of lass types (the \semanti union" of
two lasses does not ne essarily orrespond to a lass). This is
the reason why our mat h onstru t is restri ted to sequen e
patterns only.

Write a 2: A to mean that  ` a 2 A for some
We an now de ne a regular expression type
A <: A. A value environment  onforms to a typing PCDATA for representing XML hara ter data:
environment , written  2: , if dom() = dom( )
def(PCDATA) = ( <Char>[℄ )*
and (x) 2: (x), for all x.
That is, an XML text value is represented by a se6.1 Theorem [Preservation℄: For  2:
, if ` quen e of trees, where ea h tree has no hildren and
e 2 A and  ` e + a, then a 2: A.
has a hara ter obje t as its label. The type PCDATA
ontains arbitrary text strings, so we an write pat6.2 Theorem [Progress℄: If  ` e 2 A, then not
terns like <Obje t>[PCDATA℄, whi h mat hes a tree
 ` e 6+.
whose body ontains only hara ter data.
Why we did not adopt the more obvious hoi e
Both of the standard theorems depend (in the of using C# 's String lass to hold XML hara ter
parts of their proofs orresponding to the mat h on- data? One reason is that the PCDATA representation
stru t) on the following property of pattern mat hing, opens the way to interesting uses of pattern mat hing
whi h is interesting in itself. Re all that the obje t- for string regular expression pro essing. Sin e ea h
against-pattern ase in our pattern mat hing relation Chara is a subtype of Char, we an write types that
a . R )  does not he k for the well-typedness of ob- restri t text to a parti ular form. For example, all
je t elds. The property says that, despite of this, if hara ter sequen es starting with a and ending with
pattern mat hing is done against a well-typed value b belong to the type
a, any binding in the resulting environment is also
< a >[℄ PCDATA < b >[℄:
well-typed.
This type, like any Xtati type, an be annotated
6.3 Proposition: Let a and A be su h that  ` a 2
with variable binders to obtain a pattern. The genA. If a 2 R )  and .R ) , then A <: tyof (R) and eral pattern-mat hing fa ility, then, o ers fun tional 2: . (We write tyof (R) for the type obtained from ity somewhat similar to that of Perl's regular expresthe pattern R by erasing value binding annotations.) sion string patterns, but with stati typing support.
(See [32℄ for a deeper exploration of this idea.)
Another reason for using PCDATA instead of String
7 XML in FX
is that, in XML, two hara ter sequen es following
ea h other are indistinguishable from a single larger
So far, none of the me hanisms we have des ribed hara ter sequen e. The PCDATA type satis es this
have been espe ially tied to XML|we have simply requirement,
established a generi foundation for representing and
[ PCDATA PCDATA℄ = [ <Char>[℄* <Char>[℄*℄
manipulating ordered, labeled tree stru tures in an
= [ <Char>[℄*℄
obje t-oriented setting. Our nal job is to show how
=
[ PCDATA℄
this foundation supports a natural en oding of (most
of) XML itself, based on a simple form of singleton but a String-based representation does not, sin e
types and a modi um of synta ti sugar.
[ <String>[℄ <String>[℄℄ 6= [ <String>[℄℄ .
We begin by explaining how the textual \leaf data"
The en oding of XML do uments in Xtati now
of XML do uments, known as PCDATA (parsed har- follows naturally|all we need is an en oding for XML
a ter data), an be treated. Our rst step is to ex- tags, and this an be obtained by following exa tly
tend, on eptually, the C# data model by introdu - the same intuitions that we used for hara ters. We
ing singleton lasses for individual hara ters. We assume that the data ontext DatCtx ontains a speassume that the data ontext DatCtx provides a lass ial lass Tag and, for ea h XML tag <g>, a singleton
Char, orresponding to the standard C# hara ter lass Tag (with the obje t new Tag () as its only
<g>
<g>
lass, plus, for ea h hara ter , a lass Char extend- inhabitant) as an immediate sub lass of Tag. Then,
ing Char. All these lasses have no elds and have for an XML fragment
nullary onstru tors|thus, ea h lass Char ontains
<basket> <apple/> <banana/> </basket>
only a single obje t, new Char (), whi h we an iden#
tify with the hara ter itself. Now, a C hara ter the orresponding Xtati value is
literal, say a , is onsidered as synta ti sugar for
either the obje t new Chara (), when used in an ex<new Tag<basket> ()>[ <new Tag<apple> ()>[℄
pression, or for the lass Chara , when used in a type.
<new Tag<banana> ()>[℄ ℄
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

and the orresponding type is
<Tag<basket> >[ <Tag<apple> >[℄ <Tag<banana> >[℄ ℄

Of ourse, an implementation needs spe ial syntax
that makes these values and types readable (and even
writable!). The on rete syntax in our urrent prototype implementation looks very lose to standard
XML.
Together, the en odings of hara ter data and tags
allow a good-size fragment of XML to be represented
very dire tly in FX. (There are still important parts
missing, though. Most urgently, we still la k a good
treatment of attributes whi h, until very re ently [14℄,
was also la king in XDu e.)
The only basi data type provided by the XML
standard is hara ter sequen es. Some s hema formalisms, however, introdu e datatypes |a set of onventions by whi h a s hema an spe ify that a parti ular textual fragment in an XML do ument is supposed to represent a non-textual value, e.g. a oat or
a date. Some of these datatype des riptions an be
aptured using subtypes of PCDATA built from regular
expression operators to mimi the string regular expressions that des ribe parti ular datatype formats.
Alternatively, the FX framework ould a ommodate
a S hema-datatype-aware en oding of XML, when a
text representing a S hema datatype value gets translated dire tly into a value of an appropriate C# type
(pla ed as a label of a hildless tree), bypassing the
PCDATA representation.

8

Related Work

There is a substantial literature (and many formalisms and tools) addressing dynami validation
of XML do uments against expe ted s hemas, either by stand-alone pro essors or during do ument onstru tion, as has been proposed for DOM
Level 3 [10℄. While Xtati shares some formal ba kground with these te hniques, its entral goal|to
support stati he king of XML-manipulating ode|
falls ompletely outside their purview.
Among stati approa hes, there are two overlapping kinds of work that are dire tly relevant to ours:
(1) work on providing XML pro essing apabilities
in pre-existing programming languages with stati
guarantees of orre tness, and (2) work on ombining
obje t-orientation with XML-like data models.
A popular dire tion for work of the rst kind is to
provide a translation that generates type de nitions
(and value onstru tors) in the original language orresponding to XML types of interest. Examples inlude JAXB [31℄, Relaxer [27℄, HaXML [34℄, and

XM [23, 29℄. One disadvantage of these translations
is that they tend to introdu e \spurious stru ture,"
destroying some useful exibility in the subtype relation. This point is dis ussed in detail in [17℄ and [13℄.
There an be varying degrees of integration of a
\foreign" data model into the obje t-oriented data
model. One is reating a ombined data model that
in orporates the features of both on the equal level.
A su essful example is the ODMG data model [6℄,
an a epted standard for obje t-oriented databases,
whi h o ers a lass-based obje t-oriented type system analogous to that of programming languages like
C# , together with a few other built-in type onstru tors: re ords, sets, bags, lists and arrays (all of them
typed).
A greater degree of integration an be a hieved by
taking the obje t-oriented data model as primary and
the other data model as subsidiary, in the sense that
its values an also be viewed as obje ts. This approa h has the advantage of better integration with
lega y software written entirely under the original
obje t-oriented model. Examples of this approa h
an be found in both the programming language and
database ommunities.
The Pizza [25℄ proje t extended Java with parametri polymorphism, higher-order fun tions, and
tagged union types with pattern mat hing. (The
polymorphism omponent be ame the basis for the
GJ [5℄ proposal for adding generi types for Java.) All
these features where implemented by translation into
pure Java in su h a way that the extended data model
is used to type he k Pizza sour e, while run-time
representations of the additional features are obje ts
of either pre-determined Java lasses (for their homogeneous translation), or of lasses generated from
the Pizza sour e (for the heterogeneous translation).
We plan to use a s heme analogous to the homogeneous translation in the nal implementation of
Xtati . Current work on the programming language
S ala [24℄ is aimed at in orporating many of the same
ideas as Pizza in a language aimed at programming
Web servi es, in luding XML pro essing.
Even before XML be ame popular, the database
ommunity was a tively investigating the management of \semistru tured" data; the Obje t Ex hange
Model (OEM) [26℄ is a popular formalism in this area.
An OEM data value is a dire ted graph (often just a
tree) with edges labeled by tags, internal nodes ontaining unique identi ers, and leaf nodes ontaining
atomi values (integers, strings, et .).
The ombination of ordinary algebrai types with
obje ts in the ODMG data model proves to be rather
in exible for working with semistru tural data, as

it involved en odings within the stru tural ODMG
model, whi h are usually omplex and diÆ ult to
manage and evolve. The Ozone proje t [21℄ approa hed this problem by integrating the OEM data
model into the ODMG data model. Their solution is
similar to ours at the level of values: rst, the OEM
model is generalized to allow arbitrary ODMG values, in luding obje ts and stru tural values as leaves;
se ond, a spe ial ODMG lass, OEM, is designated to
hold all OEM values. The OEM values are ultimately
implemented as obje ts of OEM sub lasses. The OEM
data model, however, is not stati ally typed. The
motivation for Ozone was to allow onvenient manipulation of semistru tured data in an obje t-oriented
database while avoiding the overly stri t ODMG typing restri tions. Our ontribution an be viewed as
pro eeding from the observation that an Ozone-like
integration of obje ts and semistru tured data an be
arried out in a fully typed way, on e an appropriate
alternative to algebrai types (i.e., regular expression
types) is identi ed.
Two ongoing language design e orts that are very
lose to Xtati in intentions and approa h are
CDu e and JWig. JWig [7℄ is an extension of
Java intended for programming intera tive sessions
between Web servers and lients. Although quite different in style from Xtati (it uses data ow analysis to he k well-formedness of XML expressions onstru ted by lling in \templates", rather than a onventional type system and tree expression language),
the basi expressive power of Jwig's analysis is lose
to that of XDu e's type system; see [7℄ for a detailed
dis ussion of this point.
CDu e [4℄, similarly to Xtati , aims to introdu e XDu e features into an obje t-oriented type
system. The latter, in ase of CDu e, is -&|a variant of - al ulus with overloading, ommonly used as
a formalism for multiple-dispat h OO languages. As
Xtati , CDu e adopts the semanti interpretation
of subtyping to a larger type system [12℄. The major
di eren e is the need to give semanti interpretation
of arrow types, whi h does not arise in Xtati . Assuming that fun tional types are to be inhabited by
fun tion losures, a natural equation for them (in the
spirit of equations in Fig. 2) would be
[ A!B℄ = f fix f(x:A ):B .e j [ A℄  [ A ℄ ; [ B ℄  [ B℄ g
0

0

0

0

However, it does not give rise to a monotone operator
on \denotation andidates", so the denotation fun tion [  ℄ annot be guaranteed to exist as the least
xed point of the operator. In ontrast to XDu e
and Xtati , CDu e has to justify existen e of [  ℄
by other means. A further omplexity dimension in

CDu e is the support for the full set of boolean type
onstru tors (in luding interse tion and di eren e).

9 Future Work
We are urrently experimenting with a prototype interpreter for Xtati . Though it still la ks most of
the features of C# , the language implemented by the
interpreter goes quite a bit beyond the simple FX ore
des ribed here|in parti ular, it in ludes imperative
features, interfa es, and overloading; we have used it
to experiment with a number of small demos. Our
immediate goals in lude handling a larger fragment
of C#, building more ambitious demos, and repla ing the simple interpreter by a ba k end targeting the
.NET Common Language Runtime.
Another important near-term goal is to extend the
type system to en ompass a larger part of XML|
most urgently, attributes. Hosoya and Murata [14℄
have re ently proposed a typing me hanism and orresponding algorithms based on the attribute-element
onstraints of Relax NG; we hope to be able to adapt
this proposal to Xtati . We also plan to implement
translators from standard XML s hema languages (in
parti ular, a subset of the XML-S hema standard)
into Xtati .
Our longer-term goals on entrate in two major areas: improving the eÆ ien y of the underlying algorithms and run-time representations, and re ning
and extending the design of the ore language. On
the eÆ ien y side, the main development urrently in
the works is high-performan e ompilation of pattern
mat hing. We also need to ome up with better runtime representations for ertain spe ial ases, while
keeping omplian e with the basi data model. One
ase in point is the PCDATA type. The typing and
pattern-mat hing properties of the PCDATA de nition
given in Se tion 7 are attra tive, but the naive representation that we sket hed is learly too heavy to
perform well; something more lever will be needed.
At the level of the ore language design, there are
also numerous questions to be onsidered. Can obje ts and trees be further uni ed? E.g., ould pattern
mat hing be used to extra t obje t elds? Could attributes and elds be uni ed? Can we o er other
kinds of pattern mat hing primitives, e.g. support
for XPath? And, last but not least, an the Xtati
design be extended to ope with parametri polymorphism (\generi s" in C# parlan e)?
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